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ABSTRACT
Synthesis of CuxS (1<x=2) nanocomposite on the surface of polyacrylamide
(PAM) was evaluated by chemical reaction of sulfur powder, cupper nitrate
and acrylamid in ethylene glycol as solvent by using microwave irradiation.
We have shown that the annealing temperatures of CuxS nanocomposite
powder under Argon atmosphere in the various temperatures; 100 oC, 200oC,
300 oC and 400 oC are more important in the ratio of CuxS to CuS. The synthesized particles were then characterized by powder x-ray diffraction, and then
the crystalline structure of the CuxS nanocomposite has been transformed
from rhombohedral to hexagonal structure by increasing the temperature.
UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectrum have shown a red shift (2~5 nm)
when increases the annealing temperature.
 2012 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION
Copper sulfides (CuxS 1=x=2) are interesting materials due to their special physical and chemical properties. The properties of CuxS are affected by the accurate stoicheiometry, this is depending on the conditions of preparation. There are several stable phases of
copper sulfides at room temperature with a wide variety of compositions (x=2, 1.95, 1.8, 1.75, 1)[1-5]. Cuprous sulfide (Cu2S) is considered as an ideal absorber
in the photovoltaic conversions[6]. Cu2S is well known
to be a p- type semiconductor with shallow Cu vacancy acceptors. It has a direct band gap of 1.2 ev and
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an indirect band gap of 1.8 ev and an electron affinity
of 4.3 (ev). Cu2S among p-type semiconductor including SnS and Ag2S, is a good candidate for the
heterojunction solar cells due to the band gap and a
simple fabrication method[7-9].
Cu2S has been developed rapidly in semiconductor
industries because of its unique optical properties and potentially high absorption coefficients[10]. CuxS is used as a
carrier charge in solar cells because of its optical properties and it has useful applications in a wide range of areas
such as solar control coatings, solar energy conversion,
electronic and low-temperature gas sensor[11-16].
If this nanocomposite is used in optoelectronic de-
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vices, the optical and electrical efficiency of the proposed device will highly depend on the annealing temperature. Meanwhile, the annealing temperature not only
has an effective role in achieving a stable crystalline structure combination, but it causes a shift of the signal emission and absorption of sample.
One of the important issues in preparation various
nanostructures of CuxS, is the existence of different stoichiometry of Cu in the composite (where x the range
of 1=x=2 can be changed). It is mainly because of capability of CuS in achieving practical efficiencies[17].
Change in the crystalline structure with increasing the
coefficient copper components and conversion of CuxS
to CuO due to the annealing is one of the challenges in
preparing this kind of material. Physicist and chemist
are very interested in achieving the optimum combination of x in CuxS, and preparation of nanomaterials with
optical and structural properties which is considered to
be favorable for many industrial processes. Different
processes are used to produce CuxS. These methods
are focused on nanowires[18], nanocomposite in polymer template[19], nanorods, nanolayer[20], spherical
nanoparticles[21-22] and quantum dots[23]. Many authors
have studied the structural and optical properties of
chemically deposited CuxS thin films[24-32].
Polymer with thin sulfide layers belongs to the composites. Such composite materials are of particular interest for the fabrication of substrates for deposition of
metal and semiconductor, solar selective coating, solar
cells, photoconductor, sensor, etc.[33, 34]. Practical application of copper sulfide coatings in the various fields
of engineering stimulates interest toward developing a
new technology.
In this article, we will describe preparations of
nanocomposite CuxS along with an investigation of the
effect of annealing temperature on the distribution of
copper and sulfur. Characterization of their structural
and optical properties is investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Transmission electron micrograph
(TEM), UV-Vis spectrum and photoluminescence (PL)
emission.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Sulfur powder, copper nitrate, acryl amide, ethyl-
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ene glycol, etc. were purchased from Aldrich chemical
company and have been used as we received without
further purification. Double- distilled water equipment
is used for this experiment.
Characterization
Optical absorption spectra of nano-CuxS in polymer films are recorded with a Shimatzo-1600 Ultraviolet/ Visible (UV-Vis) spectrometer over a range of
wavelength from 200 to 900 nm. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurements are performed on a Bruker D8
ADVANCE diffractometer and the patterns were recorded using CuKa irradiation (ë= 1.54178 ºA). Photoluminescence spectrum (PL) of modified CuxS colloidal solution was achieved on an Elemer LS-80 fluorescence spectrophotometer using a 200-900 nm excitation line. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was undertaken on a Zeiss EM10C instrument. Microwave-assisted reaction was performed using a microwave cavity (2.45 GHz, maximum power 1000w,
Mileston) equipped with a condenser, and the reaction
temperature 190 ºC was controlled via the fiber-optic
sensor.
Preparation of nano CuxS/ polymer composites
Acrylamide (AM) (2.132 gr, 0.03 mole) is dissolved with an appropriate ratio of ethylene glycol (300
cc) in a round bottom schlenk flask. Then, solid cupper
nitrate (7.24 gr, 0.0386 mole) and sulfur powder (0.96
gr, 3.75 mmole) are added slowly under magnetic stirring at the room temperature. The mixture was stirred
at the room temperature for 10 minutes. The suspension was maintained into a microwave oven equipped
with a condenser under power 400 W at 190 ºC for 30
minutes. Subsequently, the dark brown solid products
were being centrifugalized which is followed by three
fold washing with ethanol and de-ionized water. After
re-centrifugalizing, the products were finally dried at 75
ºC in an electrical oven for half an hour. Dried powder
nanoparticles were annealing at the temperatures 100,
200, 300 and 400 ºC, respectively in two different Argon and Air atmospheres. Nanoparticles of CuxS have
been characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectrum (PL) which are based on the
optical, structural and thermal characterization.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray diffraction analysis
The crystalline nature of CuxS particles and the identification of elements and the analysis of their structures
in the resulting compound were characterized by the
XRD spectra. The crystallographic planes of XRD spectra (Figure 1) were indexed using Bragg’s law for the
x-ray diffraction and are compared with those of Row
data software with reference codes of CuS (hcp), Cu2S
(cubic) and CuxS respectively[35]. The XRD patterns of
these nanoparticles reveal the two crystalline structures
CuxS (1<x<2) and CuS perfectly. The ratio of the products, that is CuxS-CuS, the crystallinity and then the
yield of it strongly depend on the reaction of the annealing temperature. With increasing the annealing temperature in the air atmosphere the ratio of CuxS to CuS
is increased.
The annealing temperature in two different atmospheres and intensities of MW irradiation are the main
factors that control the final output of the reaction, (Figure 1 and 2). Hence, the phase composition of CuxS
nanocomposite varies with increasing the value of x as
we found in our investigation. Moreover, with increasing the stoichiometry of x, the shape of crystalline structure was changed from rohomhedral to hexagonal.
We found that the required time and power for turning of transparent solution into golden brownish is reduced at the higher temperature (160 °C) and power
(400 w). It is because of the fact that the formation rate
of free ions at a fixed ion concentration depends on the
deposition temperature. If the composition temperature is high, then the free ions deposit on the AM surface along with interaction with each other within the
solution and hence, the color of the solution changes
rapidly. For deposition of copper and sulfur on the films,
the availability of nucleation centers over the substrate
is necessary. Such centers are normally formed through
the formation of metal ions complexes over the
acrylamide and ethylene glycol which would thereby
form an initial layer of the metal ciliate. This initial layer
acts as a catalytic surface and this surface is crucial for
a uniform deposition of thin films on the surface. The
deposition of the thin film takes place through the condensation of the copper and the sulfide ions which are

readily provided in the MW oven.
As discussed above, the substrate temperature has
more influence on the composition and the morphology
of the powder. It was determined that a value of x in the
CuxS layers varies within the internal 1<x<2, so that
produced composition was a mixture of covellite CuxS.
By studding of CuxS layers using X-ray diffraction, we
detected three phases: with x= (1.7-1.96) the phase
composition of CuxS depends on the annealing temperatures in air and Ar atmosphere. The XRD spectra
recorded for the CuxS thin film before and after increasing the annealing temperature were shown, (Figure 1).
Generally, the annealing temperatures at (100-300
ºC) in argon atmosphere favors the obtained of copper-rich phase (CuxS, x= 1.7-1.96). According to our
results to achieve the nanomaterial composition CuxS
with x>1.7 in Ar atmosphere the optimum annealing
temperature is 300 ºC. With air atmosphere and the
temperature higher than 400 ºC we found CuSO4 and
with increasing the temperature up to 5ooºC CuO was
produced, respectively. Meanwhile the grain size of copper sulfide with increasing the annealing temperature is
increased (Figure 1 and 2). The average size of the
annealed film at a higher absorption is 30 nm. During
annealing the sample at 400 ºC the particle size of the
sample was grown on the acrylamide substrate with an
average diameter of 100 nm which reveals amorphous
nature of the materials. The grain size of copper sulphide is calculated using the Scherer’s relation:
t

k
 cos 

Where â is the broadening of the diffraction line
measured at the half maximum intensity (radian) and
the wavelength of the Cu ká X-ray, i.e. ë= 1.54056
Aº. The average grain size was determined to be averaged 30 nm. With increasing the annealing temperature
to 400 ºC, the particle size of CuxS composition was
grown with an average diameter of 100 nm. Furthermore, the annealing temperature increased the efficiency
of CuxS peaks and deleted or decreased the intensity
of the peaks of impurity. For example, when annealing
temperature of CuxS is increased to 300 ºC, the intensity of the peaks at 2è= 30, 39, 59 ºC completely vanishes as far as relates to impurity. On the other hand,
crystalline layer of CuxS grows with increasing the an-
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Figure 1 : XRD spectrum of (a) CuxS thin film, (b) as-prepared CuxS film deposited with different annealing temperatures in
air atmosphere
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Figure 2 : XRD spectrum of (a) CuxS nanoparticle, (b) as-prepared CuxS nanoparticle deposited with different annealing
temperatures in argon atmosphere
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Figure 3 : PL spectra of synthesized and annulated sample

(Figures 3 and 4). Comparison of PL spectra of the
residual solution after making deposits in various stages
of washing indicates an increment in the relative intensity of peaks, which is related to the impurities. This
suggests, washing with ethanol is effective in the separation of impurities at each step. Emission spectra of
the annulated samples at the different temperatures
showed two major sharp peaks at the visible and the
ultraviolet wavelengths for all samples, respectively.
Comparison of the two spectra was indicated as a red
shift transfers about 2 to 5 nm. We determined that the
intensities of the resulted peaks are influenced by several parameters such as shape, size, impurity and crystallinity which are controlled by the temperature. With
increasing the annealing temperature of sample, the intensities of signal is increased too, and the peak width
is reduced. The enhanced efficiency of the obtained
sharp peaks was due to the absence of impurity in the
samples. In addition, the reduction of the peak width at
the higher temperature is because of the uniform distribution of particles or deletion of the impurity in compounds. The first peak at PL emission is attributed to
the transfer balances of surface near to the conductive
band primarily related to the exited band of sulfur. But
the second peak is attributed to the inter band electronic transition of Cu.
UV-Vis spectroscopy

Absorbance spectra of synthesized and annulated
samples were shown in Figure 5. Calculation of particle size was carried out by Kayanuma equation[35].
Comparison of the absorbance wavelength edge of synFigure 4 : PL spectra of real solution and residual solution thesized and annulated samples was revealed a red shift
after: a) one time b) two time c) three time washing
in the wavelength edge with increasing the annulated
nealing temperature and it has high diffraction intensity temperature. Absorbance wavelength edge in the abin comparison to the synthesized sample (without an- sorbance spectra was exactly comparable to the first
nealing). We found it in the diffraction patterns 102.
wavelength of the exited signal at the ultraviolet photo
luminance region. The direct allowed optical band gap
Photoluminescence (PL) analysis
Eg can be expressed as a function (1) of the maximum
The PL spectra of powder CuxS and its annulated
wavelength using a relation:
compounds from it were determined at different temperatures using the excitation wavelength 275 nm. The E nano (ev )  1240
g
(1)
 max (nm )
distinct PL emissions have been detected at 342 nm
and 662 nm, which are close to the reports for the exWhere ë= 430 and 560 nm are maximum wavecitation of S and Cu, respectively. The PL spectra of length edge, and the value of optical direct and indirect
the residual solution after separation of the resulting pow- band gap (Eg) have been calculated as 2.21 and 2.88
der and its dissolution are shown at the different stages, ev respectively.
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It was found that almost all the experimental data in
a wide (10-35 nm) range of the CuxS nano composites
size can be described by the effective masses approximation using the well known expression; Kayanuma:
E g  E nano
 E bulk

g
g

 2 2
2MR 2

(2)

Where E bulk
is energy band gap of balk powder,,
g
Enano is energy band gap of nanocrystalline CuxS, which
is obtained from the wavelengh corresponding to the
absorption edge of each specimen. Here, R is the particle radius, h is the reduced plank constant, and M is
1

1

1

the effective mass of exitons in M  M  M which
e
h
Me is effective mass of electron, Mh effective mass hole
of electron and m0 is the electron rest mass. Using these
data in Eq. (2) we obtain the approximate particle size
of the synthesized sample (without annealed) 30 nm.
These are in agreement with the sizes determined from
TEM and XRD.
In order to evaluate the effect of temperature on
the size distribution of nanoparticle, we annealed the
prepared sample at different temeratures. According to
the absorption spectra We shown that with incresing
the annealed temperature and band gap, the particle
size of sample is incresed.

Figure 6 : Transmission electron micrographs of (TEM) of
nanocomposite CuxS annealed 10 min at 400ºC

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis
Figure 6 displays a TEM micrograph of nano composite samples CuxS annealed at 400 ºC. It was indicated particle size of composite about 10-35 nm.
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